John Wilcock compiled reminiscences of Andy Warhol from his friends and published them in *The Autobiography and Sex Life of Andy Warhol* with photos by Shunk-Kender et al, (New YorkL: Other Scenes, Inc., 1971) [ART L709.24 W275Zw] The material in this collection was compiled by him for this publication and includes the cassette tapes of interviews and transcriptions which appear in the book.

F. 1 This Is Your Life; the private life of a---. [12]pp. Cardboard pages with cut-up/paste-up pages by John Wilcock.

F. 2 Andy Warhol publicity

F. 9 Sam Green, [29]pp.

Interview cassette tapes

F.26 Mario Amaya, Gretchen Berg, Brigid Polk, Leo Castelli
F.27 Charles H. Ford, Ivan Karp, Gerard Malanga, Paul Morrissey
F.28 "JW on Calif.,” David Bourdon, Taylor, Rona Page
F.29 Sam Green, Henry Geldzahler, "Screwy Taylor"
F.30 Lou Reed, Ronald Tavel, Viva, Eleanor Ward
F.31 Rip Torn, "Warhol; Carol--Letters," "----on Andy," "This Side--Rewind"